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THE EQUIVARIANT PLATEAU PROBLEM

AND INTERIOR REGULARITY

H. BLAINE LAWSON, IR.

BY

ABSTRACT. Let  M C R"  be a compact submanifold of Euclidean space which

is invariant by a compact group   G C SO (zz).   When  dim (M) = zz - 2, it is shown

that there always exists a solution  to the Plateau  problem  for  M which is invari-

ant by  G and, furthermore, that uniqueness of this solution among G-invariant cur-

rents implies uniqueness in  general.   This result motivates the subsequent study

of the Plateau problem for M within the class of G-invariant integral currents.   It

is shown that this equivariant problem reduces to  the study of a corresponding

Plateau problem in the orbit space R/G  where, for "big" groups, questions of

uniqueness and regularity are simplified.  The method is then applied to prove that

for a constellation of explicit manifolds  M, the cone   C(M) = \tx; x € M and  0 < t <

l!  is the unique solution  to the Plateau problem for  M,   (Thus, there is no hope for

general  interior regularity of solutions in codimension one.)  These manifolds in-

clude the original examples of type  S" x S" C R  n+   ,  zz > 3, due to Bombieri,

DeGiorgi, Giusti and Simons.   They also include a new example in  R     and examples

in  R"  for  zz > 10  with any prescribed Betti number nonzero.

1. Introduction.   Let  G be a compact, connected Lie group acting orthogonally

on  R", and let  M  be a compact,  oriented,   (n — 2)»dimensional,   G-invariant mani-

fold, of class   Ck, imbedded in  Sn~l = |x e R": |x| = l}.   By a solution to the pla-

teau problem fot M  in   R"  we mean  an  (n — l)-dimensional  integral current T with

dT = M whose mass   M(T) satisfies  M(T) = inf i/Vl(T ): T    is an  integral current in

R"  and  dT   - Mj.   The existence  of  T follows from general  theory (and uniqueness

does not, in general,  hold).  The support  of  T minus another compact set  ö whose

Hausdorff dimension  does  not exceed  n — 8 is an  (n — ^dimensional analytic

manifold [5l and [7].  Hence, if n < 7, then S = 0.  If n = 8, S consists of at most

isolated points [5, 5.4.16].  Moreover,  for any  n we know  from [l] that near  M

the support of T has the structure of a regular manifold with  (M  as) boundary.

In the case where  M  possesses certain  symmetries as above it is natural to

investigate the possible symmetries of  T.  If the condition that  G  be connected is

dropped,  it is not necessarily true that every  solution to the Plateau problem for

M is G-invariant [5, 5.4.17].  However, we shall show that whenever  G C SO in),

there  always   exists at least one invariant solution and, moreover, that uniqueness
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z« the class of G-invariant integral currents implies uniqueness in general.

The next step is to study the Plateau problem for M within the class of G-in-

variant integral currents.  We show how this reduces to the study  of a correspond-

ing Plateau problem in the space  R"/G  with an  appropriate metric  structure (cf.

[8]) where in some cases the questions of uniqueness and regularity of solutions

are vastly simplified.   In particular,  for many cases the problem is reduced to one

of studying the geodesies on a certain  Riemannian manifold.

As an application, we then  give a new proof that the cone

C(S"x S") = \(x. y) £ï\n+lx R"*1: |x|2< |y|2= 7 i

is the unique solution to the Plateau problem for S" x S" C R "+     (first proved by

Bombieri, DeGiorgi and Guisti [3]).  This result dashes the hope for general interior

regularity of (codimension-one) solutions to the Plateau problem  in   R .   The method

here,  however, is sufficiently general that with  a uniform treatment we produce

many more  minimizing cones of different topological types even  in dimension  8.

Furthermore, by  studying the geodesic structure of certain  orbit  spaces one can

get a clear geometric picture of why interior regularity eventually breaks down.

I would  like to express gratitude to Wu Yi Hsiang for invaluable help in the

development of these ideas and to Wendell Fleming for  suggesting a much more

elegant proof of Theorem 1.   I also  wish  to thank  Herbert Fédérer and John Brothers

for many helpful suggestions.

2. Notation.   Let  X be a Riemannian manifold.  We denote  by  E (X) the space

of smooth, exterior zeforms on   X  with the usual topology.   We let  E ,(X) he its

dual space and denote  by  ¡k(X) C E, (X) the  subgroup of & dimensional  integral

currents (with compact  support) in  X (see [6]).   For each k there is a boundary

map  d. Ek(X) -, Ekl(X) defined by  setting (dT)(<f>) = T(dd>) tot  T £ £fe(X) and

cb £ Ek~\X) where  d: Ek~l(X) -, Ek(X) is exterior differentiation.

At each point  p of  X we introduce  a norm   ¡| - ||  on A  X    by setting

(2-1) ||v|| = inf < X. Iw -| ■ v =  ¿Lv ■ an<^ eacb  v .  is a simple vector \

where |-| is the usual norm obtained from the metric on X . For </j £ E (X) we

define the mass of <p to be M(c4) = supi||ç3 f: p £ X\. For T £ Ek(X) we then define

the mass of T as zM(T) = supiTr/x M(<f>) < l\. Associated to each T 6 Ek(X) fot

which M(T) < °o we have the variation measure ||T|| of T defined by setting !|T|[(/)

= supiTr/3; ||<p|| < f\ for each nonnegative, real valued, continuous function / on X.

For any locally Lipschitzian map /: X —» X' where X' ¡s another Riemannian

manifold,   we denote the induced map on currents by f : E^(X) —* E^(x'),
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For any  notation and terminology  not mentioned here the reader is referred to

[5] and [61.

3. The existence of invariant, minimizing currents.  Let M and G be as above

and suppose we have  Tel  _,(R") such that  dT = M  (where  M  is now interpreted

as an integral  current) and such that  M(T) = inf \MiT"): T' £ ¡n    ,(R") and dT" = Mi.

The existence of  T is guaranteed by 9.6 in [6].   From this   T we will construct

a G-invariant current having mass  M(T) and boundary M.   The following elegant

proof was shown to  us by Wendell Fleming and is based on an idea of K. Krickeberg.

Theorem 1 (W. Fleming).   There exists a family \T. \Q< ,<.   of G-invariant in-

tegral currents  in R"  such that

(lTdX=   f    gtTdg

(where dg  represents Haar measure normalized so the measure of G  is   1), and for

almost all X we have  dT   - M  and MÎT )   = M(T)a
A A

Proof.  Consider the G-invariant  (n — l)-dimensional normal  current

T= ícígnT)dg.

Since  dg AT = M  fot all g e G we have  dT = M, and,   by  the lower semicontinuity

of the mass function,  M(T) < M(T). Our first step  shall be to represent  T as part

of the boundary of an zz-dimensional integral current.

Let  S" "    = ¡x e R": |x| = ll and recall that  M  is a compact oriented  (n — 2)-

dimensional manifold embedded in  Sn~  .   Hence, M  divides  S"~    into two  compo-

nents   D and  D*.  Orient  D  and  D"  by the exterior unit normal to  S"^1  and arrange

the notation so that  r9D =  - M.  Since   G is connected and leaves both  M  and  Sn~l

invariant, it must also  leave  D  invariant. Since  diT + D) = 0, there exists a unique

current   U £ ¡n(Hn) such  that  dU = T + D.  (See [6, 5.11].) Associated to   17  is an

integer valued function / with support in  B" = \x £ R"; |x| < l|  such that for

D'

D

any smooth function cb with  compact support on   R"  we have

Uitbdxx A  ... A dx) =    f      cbfdx.
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We denote this relationship by  writing   U - cf.   (Note,  supp U C B"  because

supp dU C Bn.)

Since   T minimizes mass, its support has finite Hausdorff (zz — l)-measure.

Moreover, we have

supp T n S"~l = supp M.

From 2.3 in [6] we see  that / is constant on each component of B" ^ (supp T u

S"~l).  We assert that

(a) / = 1  on the component whose boundary contains   D,

(b) / = 0  on the component whose boundary  contains  D ,

(c) f(x)= 0 or   1  for all  x.

To prove assertion (a) choose a small  ball  B  which is centered in  D and does not

meet  supp T.   Then  d(U n B) = D D B + kB" n (dB) and since  0 = d2(U O ß)  we

have  k = 1.

For assertion (c) we write / as a sum of functions  / = /'   + /.  where  f Ax) = 1

if f(x) = 1 and f ,(x) = 0 otherwise. Let  U   = cf   and (7. = cf   he the associated currents.

From the total gradient variational formula [5, 4.5.9(13)] we have

M(dU)= M(dU1) + M(dU2).

Moreover, we  have

<W = T + D,       supp T n supp D = supp M

and

7/L7 = T, + D,       supp Tj O  supp Ü = supp zVl.

Since  supp M has dimension  72 — 2, it follows that  zW(di7) = M(T) + M(D) and

M(dUl) = zM(Tj) + M(/3), and therefore that  M(T) > M(Ty).  However,   dT = <9T j  and

T is minimizing.  Hence,  M(T) = M(T{ ) and thus  zW(z9i/  ) = 0.   Finally,   r9í7 = 0  im-

plies that   U    = 0 because   (7    has codimension  zero.   Thus   (7 = U  , /= / , and

the assertion is proved.

We now define a function  / (x) = j"G f(gx) dg  with associated current

u= fjg,u)dg = c7.

Note that 0 < /   < 1  and  dU - T + D,   For À e [0,  l]  we define   \    to be the char-

acteristic function of the set  E    = {x £ R": 7 (x) > A(.   Let   £/. =   cy,.  ((7.    is
^x, X A A 7<

simply the set   (7.    with positive  orientation interpreted as a current.)  From the

fact that /  =/' y. dX we have that

U=  Puxd\    and    dU =   í^dU^áX.
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From the total gradient variational formula [5, 4.5.9(13)] it follows that

(3.1) MidU)= j'^MidUAdX.

From the remarks made while proving assertion (a) above we see that any point of

D has a neighborhood  ß   such that / (x) = 1  on  ß O (interior of Bn),   Therefore,

B D (interior of ß") C Ej   for A < 1„  Hence,  writing

dU=T+D,       dU. = T,+D,       0<A<1,

we have

supp T n supp D - supp M,       supp TA n supp D = supp M.

and thus

MidU) = MÎT) + MÍD),       MidTlA = MÍTX) + MÍD).

MÍT) = jlMÍTx)uX.

It then  follows from (3 1) that

Clearly we have that

T=        TxdX,    dT^dT.^M,    and    gmT. = T.
Jo* A "#    A A

for all g e G and all  A.   Furthermore each   T    is an integral current  because  D

and  dU     ate

Since   T is minimizing and  M(T) < M(T) we have  M(T  ) =   M(7")  for almost all

A,   This completes the  proof.

Theorem 1 asserts the existence of G-invariant solutions to the Plateau pro-

blem and,  upon close  inspection,   also gives  the following uniqueness result.

Corollary 3. 1. If the solution to the Plateau problem ¡or M is unique in the

class of G-invariant currents, it is unique m general.

Proot. Let 7* be the unique invariant solution, and let T, U, T. , etc, be as

above. Then T. - T* fot 0 < X < 1. Hence T = T*, and 7(x) ■-- 0 or 1 for all x.

Thus  / = /   which implies   (/ = U and  T = T = T*.

Remark .'5.2.   It has been pointed out by John Brothers that Theorem 1 remains

true when  G  is any  compact subgroup of SO(n)..   This follows from the fact that

since g^M ^ M  we have either gflD = D or g ^D -.   - D'.  In the second  event g can-

not be  in   SO(n).

Remark 3.3.   The fact that  G C SOin) is essential for  Theorem 1.   To see this

consider the boundary  S1 x Sl = |(z, w) £ C x C: |z| 2 =  |«z| 2 = ]/2\ c C2 = R4  and
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the group  Z2 C 0(4) generated by f: C2 —» C2 where  f(z, w) = (w, z) (C = complex

numbers).   The solutions to the Plateau problem for 5    x S    are not   Z -invariant.

There are exactly two distinct solutions (which are images of each other under Z.).

For details of this case see §5 and [5, 5.4.17].

4. Reduction of the equivariant problem.   Our purpose here is to reduce the

Plateau problem for G-invariant currents to a corresponding problem  in the space

of orbits.  We begin with the case which is simplest geometrically.

Let  X be an  (72 + p)-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold and  G  a com-

pact, connected group of isometries of  X (a sub-Lie group of  ISO (X)).  We shall

assume for the moment that all  the orbits  of G on  X are of the same type (i.e., all

the isotropy  subgroups  G    ={g £ G: gx - x\ for x e X are mutually conjugate in

G).   Then there is a natural differentiable structure on the space of orbits  X/G so

that  G G   —> X —» X/G  is a differentiable fibre  bundle.  Moreover, the manifold
x '

X/G  also has a natural  Riemannian  metric   (• , •) such that if f and 77 are tangent

vectors at  x £ X, which are orthogonal to the orbit G(x)s then   (tf, r¡) = (n^, n^jq).

With this metric  77 is a Riemannian submersion  in the sense  of [9].   The length of

a curve in  X/G is the length of any orthogonal trajectory through the corresponding

orbits  in  X.

Let p denote the common  dimension  of the orbits  of  G on  X  and define the

volume junction  V: X/G —> R by setting   V(x) = p-dimensional volume  of 77"  (x).

(For convenience we shall also denote the function  77*V on  X by   V„)  There are

several  other Riemannian  metrics  on   X which will be of interest here.   For each

integer k,   1 < k < dim X/G, we define the metric  (• , • ),   on   X/G by

(4.1) i',-)k~V2/k (-,.).

Then the area of a k-dimensional submanifold of X 'G  in the metric (■>•),   is equal

to the area of its  inverse image in X.

A current T is called G-invariant if g T = T for all g £ G. We denote by

7 (X) the space of G-invariant, zé-dimensional integral currents in X (if k < p,

L (X) = 0), and define a continuous Z-linear map

**:  Í(X)— LiX/G)■* W -» /*l*/Gj

of degree  — p  by  setting

(4-2) (n*T)(ù>)= TÍ7t*ú> Ai))

for   T £ /£+í,(X)  and  ù) £ Ek(X/G) where  O = (1/V)Q0  and where  ÜQ  is the field

of positively oriented unit  cotangent planes to the orbits  of G on  X.

Theorem 2.   The map  tt^, has the following properties:

(a) 77^ has a continuous  2-sided inverse of degree p
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27*: /*(X/C) ~» I^iX)

such that if M  is a compact, oriented, k*dimensional, embedded submanifold (with

boundary) of X/G and if M  is the current associated to M, then  7z*(M) = n~   (M).

(b) d o 27^. = Z7^ o d (and 3 o tt* = n* o r?).

(c) // X/G is given the metric ( ■ , • ), and if M, is the associated mass func-

tion, then  M(T) = M^rr^T) for all T £ Ip    k(X).

Proof.   The maps  77^ and  77* were first considered by John Brothers and we

refer to Theorems 33, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 in [4] for the proof of parts (a) and (b)

above.  We note that Theorem 3.3 (the statements of proof of which  undergo a  tri-

vial modification to fit our needs here) also proves the fact that   ^^[/^(X)] C

¡m(X/G\

For part (c) we make some preliminary observations. Let T £ I AX). From

basic facts concerning currents of finite mass (in [6]) we know there exists over

X a Borel measurable field of (p + k)-vectots  T such that,  for any ca £ Ep *   (X),

TU)- f xcoíT) d\\T\\,X

where   |[T||   is the variation  measure associated to  T.  Since   T is G-invariant and

rectifiable,  it follows that  T is   G-invariant and that,  for  ||T||   almost every  x £ X,

we have   T = T    A T     where   T    is the unit /z-vector representing the tangent plane

to the orbit at  x.

We observe also that, for any co £ Ep+k(X),   T(cb) = T($) where   0 =

fGig*cb)dg,  Since </> is G-invariant,  it may be expressed as cb = rr*a> A 0. + </>

where co £ Eh(X/G) and where % xiT x A 7n) = 0  for any ¿-vector field  f

If we  now  introduce the metric (• , • ),   on  X/G and denote by  M,   the  corre-

sponding mass norms on   E*ÍX/G) and  iJ^X/G), we have for   Tel      h(X) that

Mkin^T)= supK/^TMoj): w £ EkiX/G) and  Al^w) < 1¡

= supKz^TKcu): co £ EkiX/G) and  \\coJ < Vix)  for all  x 6 X/G|

= sup!r(27*w A Q): a £ EkiX/G)  and   \\tox\\ < Vix)  for all x £ X/G]

= suPÎT(77*ûj A n0): to £ EkiX/G)  and  Mico) < lj

(where   ||.||  is the norm defined  by (2.1) and associated to the canonical metric

(•,-)).   On the other hand, from the observations above, we have that

M(E) = sup\T,b: -> £ Ep'kiX)  and  M(,i) < If

= supJT0: cb £ Ep+kiX)  and MÍ/A < l!.

= sup|T(z7*w A Q0): o e eHX'G)  andzVl(izj) < l|.

This proves (c) and completes the theorem.
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Remark.   Part (b) of Theorem 2 can be verified directly as follows.   Fix   T £

I     , (X).  It is clearly  sufficient to prove that   T(n*co A dQ,) = 0 fot any w £

£       (X/G).   This fact is an immediate consequence of the following two formulas

which follow from straightforward computation.

(4.3) dV = - vK,

(4.4) ¿íi0 = -Kíí0 + íí,,

where  Q  (T. A TA = 0  for any  vector field   T    and where Jv denotes the mean

curvature form for the  orbits of  G.

Theorem 2 has the following immediate corollary.

Corollary 4.1.   Let  T be an element of lp    ,(X) and set  B -- dT.   Let  X/G be

given the metric   (• ,-)h.   Then the numbers

772 = infivKT): T £ Ie  ,(X)  and dT = ß|
P+k

and

m'= inf!M(7"'): T' £  lk(X/G)  and dT' = n^Bl

are equal.  Moreover, the map  77^ gives a one-to-one correspondence between czzr-

rents in I      .(X)  of least mass having  B  as boundary and those in I, (X/G)  of

least mass bailing rr^B  as boundary.

We now return to the case of a compact, connected Lie group  G represented

orthogonally on  R".   The orbits of  G are, in general, not all of the same type.  How-

ever, there is an open dense submanifold   X C R"  which is comprised of orbits of

the same type, the so-called principal  orbits, and which fits into the  setting above»

We denote by  p the common dimension of the principal  orbits, and to  simplify the

discussion  we  shall assume that the dimension of all nonprincipal orbits is  < p,

i.e., there are no "exceptional orbits."  (This last condition can be dropped as in-

dicated in Remark 4.5.)  The singular set  S     R" ^ X is a differentiable stratified

set (stratified by orbit types) of codimension at least two.   The volume function

V: R" —» R+ u iOi  is then  defined  as follows.

\ volume[G(x)]     if x £ X,
V(x) =  7

j 0 if   x £  S.

It is not difficult to  see that   V    is an invariant polynomial of degree 2p,

The  orbit space   R"/G has the natural  structure  of a differentiable stratified

set such that over each stratum the restriction of 77: R" —> Rn/G is a differentiable

fibre  bundle.   By using invariant polynomials it is possible to  differentiably imbed

R"/G  into some Euclidean space    By means of such an imbedding we can define

the space of rectifiable currents  lÀ^.(l\"/G) on   W/G.  Such a definition is both
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natural and imbedding invariant.   For each  k we then define  7fe(R"/G) =■ JT €

%kÍW/GY. 3T L X/G £%kxiW/G)\.

For complete details and a number of examples related to the discussion in the

above two paragraphs we refer the reader to [8].  We do include one example here

which  will be discussed more deeply later on.

Example 4.2.   Let  G = SOir) x SOis) acting on  Rr x Rs  in the standard way,

where  r, s > 1.   Then the principal  orbits are all diffeomorphic to  ST~    x Ss~  , and

X = S(x, y) eR'x Rs: \x\ ■ \y\ /, OÍ.   The  orbit space can be represented as

W + s/G = !(zz, 22) e R2: u > 0  and  v > Ol where  rr. Rr+S -. Rr+VG  is given  by

7¡-(x, y) = (|x|, \y\).  The canonical metric  on  Wr+S/G (compatible with  the fibration

over each stratum) is the usual flat one   ds    = du   + dv .  The volume function is

of course proportional to  V(u, v) = uT~  vs~   .

We now consider a current  B = dT where   Tel      ¿,(R")  ar,d where  supp(ß) C

X.   From the general compactness theorem for integral currents [6, 8.131 and the

fact that /*(R")  is closed in  7^.(R"), we have

Proposition 4.3   (Existence).   There exists an integral current  Tel      ,(R")

such that  dT = B  and

MÎT) = iní\MÍT'): T' e /£+t(R") and dT' = S}.

We denote any  such  current   T as a solution to the equivariant Plateau prob-

lem for B.

We shall now formulate an equivalent Plateau problem  in  the orbit space

R"/G,   In doing this the following fact will be crucial.

Proposition 4.4.   Let  B = dT where  T £ lG   ¿(R")  and supp (ß) C X, and let

J\c g  denote the set of G-invariant, rectifiable, (p + k)-dimensional currents  T

such that dT = B + B"  where  supp(ß') C S.   Then for any  T £ .A     R   which satisfies

M(T) = inf {M(T'): T" £ %G ß! we have d(T L X) = B.

Proof.   Since   S  is a cone in  R"  we have that  supp(T)  is contained in any

ball centered at the origin which contains  supp (B).   Thus we shall always work in-

side a compact ball.  Note that since   T is minimal, T = T L X.

Let /: R" —> R be a Lipschitz function with  Lipschitz constant 1 such that

/| X > 0  and  inf |/(x): x £ supp(ß)! > supi/(x): x 6 S\.   For each  c > 0, we let  X   =

¡x e R"; fix) > c\ and set  T   = T L X .   By the dominated convergence theorem and

8,8 in [6] we have that

lim   T = T0    and     lim 3T( = dTQ.

For c sufficiently small, 3T( = ß  +  Ö '   where  supp(B) and  supp(ß') are separated.

Thus for  small  e,

(4.5) M(ryTf)= ,M(B)+ M(ßp.
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Furthermore, lim    0 ß    = ß', and, by the lower semicontinuity of mass,

(4.6) lim M(B¿) > zVi(ßg).
e^o

Each  T   is rectifiable.  Hence  by 8,14 in [6], T   is an integral  current whenever

zM(r3T ) < oo.   By 3.10 in [6], we have  M(dT ) < °o for almost all  e in  [0, »).  In fact

if 0 < a < b and  b is sufficiently  small,  then

(4-7) fbM(B¿)de<M(Ta-Th).

If we choose  f(x) = distance (x ,S), then   T    = T and  B    = B.   However, zzz

general the singularities of  5 make the proof that  lim    _ zM(ß   ) = 0  quite  difficult.

Our procedure will therefore be to  use functions which agree with this one except

near the singularities of S.

We choose our function / as follows.   For any closed set  A C R"  let  d.(x) =

distance (x, A).   The set  S is a homogeneous algebraic  variety  in   R"  which has a

subset  S   of singular points.  Let  8 > 0 be a small number and let  en =

max \dAx): zzL/x) < z3|.  Set 51 s = {x £ R": d^„ (x) < 8\ and  S     = ix e R": dAx) = t A.
Z> j — o Z> — €q j 0

Then we define  f(x) by

'zz7(x) if dAx) > en,

/(x) = <e0 if ^c'(^) <5,

7lsuS
(x)    otherwise.

5     f0

Suppose  now that  lim       zW(ß     L X) = zz > 0.   Then from (4.7) we get the follow-

ing.   If  a < oo, then  for any number  a < 1  there exist arbitrarily  small  numbers  e >

0  such  that  e aa < M(T    — T ).  If a = oo, then there exist arbitrarily  small numbers

e such that

íM(B¿   L    X) < M(T0 - T{).

Choose  such  an  <r « e.  and let  2 = ix e R": f(x) = A.  Observe that from  our defi-

nition of / the set ix: f(x) > <rj  contains  Kg.   Thus, 2 is bounded  away  from  S'.

Moreover, by choosing  e  sufficiently  small  and using compactness, we may assume

that  2 lies in a neighborhood of the  manifold  S ^ S\ in which  every point can be

joined to  S -v, S   by a unique, shortest  straight line.   It follows that the vector field

ds-\/ds = y/\I(ds)  is well defined and differentiable in this neighborhood.  We now

let  F: 2 x [O, l] —> R"  be the map  which  deforms  2 uniformly along the gradient

of zi      That is,

F(x, t) = x - tds(x) ■   Vds(x).

Let  Z = F#(Sf'  L X x /).  Then for any  partition  27 = 0 < 7 < 7 <•••</= 1  we

have
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and

S

y f¿b; l xx[tk_ytk])

k=i

(4.8) M(Z)<  y  A1[(F    )„{3' L  X)Mífc-í4_,
'  Z_

fe = l

where   F (x) = F(x, t)  and  f._. < t,   < t,„  We  now claim that, for each  k,

(4.9) <M[(F ,)H(Bf' L X)] <(3/2)7zM(b; L  X).
k

To see this observe  first that the deformation   F is G-invariant and consequently

projects to a similar deformation   F on  R"/G.   Introduce the standard Riemannian

structure   '(• , •)   on  R"/G.   Then  by choosing  t  sufficiently small we can assume

HCjF7 )#H < 3/2 (in fact, < 1 + y for any fixed y > 0) for  0 < t < 1.   It is not difficult

to  see that for small  e we have   ||(F ) J| < 3/2, and the corresponding statement for

IK/7,)»!!  follows by restricting to vectors perpendicular to the orbits.  The inequality

(4.8) can  now be  deduced from the fact that the volume function  must vanish at

least to first order on  S, and the mass of any invariant current  T in  X can be ex-

pressed as the integral of the volume function  over  n^T in  X/G (with metric

Putting together (4.8) and (4.9) and passing to a limit, we have

/*Z)<   (lAtm^ L   #<*= 4 eM(B' L   X).
- J 0 2 ( 4 e

In the case  a < °o, a similar argument shows that for appropriate choices of e

and  a we have  M(Z) < %c aa.

We  now let  r = T'   + Z.   Then dr = ß + £ where  supp I C S.  However,  M(T) <

zM(Tf) + zM(Z) < M(T() + M(T0 - Tf) = M(TQ) < M(T).  This contradicts minimality, and

therefore

lim  zM(B     L   X) = 0.
f^O        e

Since  8 was arbitrary, we have that  supp(ß ) C S ,

The set S is again a homogeneous algebraic variety, and with S replaced by

5 the entire argument can be repeated. In a finite number of steps this shows that

B* = 0 and the proof is complete.

Note.  In almost any specific  case much shorter proofs of Proposition 4.4 can

be given,   The variety of difficulties presented by different group actions makes the

above general argument somewhat involved.

Proposition 4.4 says that finding currents  of least mass in iRr „  is the same

as solving the equivariant Plateau problem for  B,  However,   under the map  77^ the
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currents in  ÍRC  „  of least mass correspond to  currents in  lji.Rn/G) of least Mfe-

mass having boundary  n^B + B'   with   supp(ß') C S/G.   Thus we have the following.

Theorem 3.   Let B = df where  T £ IG   AR")   and supp (B) C X.   Then  there is
p +k rr ^    7

a natural one-to-one correspondence qb: o    —> o between the set o     of solutions

to the equivariant Plateau problem for B  in  R"  and the set o of currents  T £

fkÍR"/G) with dT = 77+(B) + B", where  supp(ßf) C S/G, and with MkÍT) =

inf{Alfe(T'): T' £ 7fe(R"/G) and dT' = rr^B + B ", where  supp(ß") C S/G\.  In fact,

cbiT) = rrAT L X)     and    cb~ liT) = tt* (T L X/G).

Remark 4.5.   The condition that there are no nonprincipal orbits of dimension

p  can be eliminated in the above work by including such  orbits in   X, defining the

volume function as in [8], and using arguments which involve the differentiable

slice theorem.  Invariant   manifolds passing through   such  orbits always have singu-

larities even though  their  images in  X/G are regular.   Consider, for example, the

action of  50(2)  on   R4 = C2  which maps  (z, w) to  (eim9z, ein9w) for  0 £ R and

(to, n) = 1.

Theorem 3 is of particular interest when  k = 1.   In this case the equivariant

Plateau problem is reduced, after applying the regularity results in [2] and stan-

dard arguments concerning the regularity of piecewise smooth arcs of minimum

length, to finding certain shortest geodesies in the manifold X/G with metric

(•,•)..   If, moreover, n = p + 2 and the boundary  B  lies on a G-invariant, convex

hypersurface in  R", then  by Theorem 1, solutions to the equivariant problem are

solutions to the general Plateau  problem, and uniqueness for the geodesic(s)

implies uniqueness for the general problem.

Consider, for instance, the case  r = 1  and  s = p + 1  in Example 4.2.   Here the

orbit space is

Rp+2/S0ip+ 1) at \(u, v) £ R2: v> 0!,

where  n: R l x Rp + ' — Rp+2/S0ip + l) is  nix, y) = (x, |y|), and the metric   (-,.)j

is  ds   =t> pidu    + dv ).   The geodesies for this metric are all  of the form

(4.10) u=c\Va
dv

iv2p-c2)Y>

fot constants   c and  a.  When  p = 1, these are the lines   u = constant  and  v -

c cosh (u/c + a ) which  correspond respectively to planes (or disks) and the

classic catenoids in   R  .   If we consider an  invariant boundary  in  Rp +     of the type

type  Sp u Sp (with opposite  orientations on the components), then the  correspond-

ing boundary  in   Rp+   /SOÍp + l) is a pair of points.   The shortest geodesic  y

joining thes-; points (modulo the boundary) is either a generalized  catenary (given

by (4.10)) or a pair of vertical lines.   The inverse image of  y under  77 is a solution
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to the general   Plateau problem  in  R"+     and except when the  length  of the

enary " equals the length  of the two  vertical  lines it is the unique solution.

5. Interior regularity and uniqueness for the Plateau problem.   One situation

to which the theorems  proved above have immediate relevance is the following.

Consider the Plateau problem in  R" +     for an   (zz — l)-dimensional  boundary mani-

fold M which can be realized as a (principal) orbit of an  orthogonal representation

of a compact, connected group  G on   R"+   .   By Theorem 1 every  solution  to the

G-invariant Plateau  problem is a solution to  the general Plateau problem,   and

uniqueness in the former case implies uniqueness  in general.   Furthermore by

Theorem 3, solutions to the equivariant problem correspond naturally  to  solutions

of the reduced problem  in  R"+   /G.  The linear groups producing codimension-2

principal orbits on   R"+   , and the associated orbit  spaces with their natural

metrics and volume functions are classified  in [8], and listed here  in the  appendix.

Each such orbit space can  be realized isometrically as the cone  over an  arc  of

the unit circle  in   R  , and the square of the volume function, V , is a homogeneous

polynomial in  x  and y.   The boundary  manifold  M  corresponds  now to   a point

777 £ int(Rn+   /G) C R  , and a solution  to the reduced Plateau problem will be a

geodesic of minimum length   in the metric

(5.1) ds> V2(dx2 + dy2),

which connects m  to the boundary of the cone R"+1/G  in  R'

fil   h
r"+7g

In all  such  cases,  if the  minimizing geodesic meets a wall of the cone,  it

meets it orthogonally, and the corresponding solution in  R"+     is a regular, imbed-

ded, analytic manifold.

If the minimizing geodesic  meets the vertex of the cone, of course the corre-

sponding solution is singular.  However,  it can be shown, in all  cases,   that the
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only geodesic which meets the vertex is the straight line  passing through  a point

m    on the unit circle where  272    corresponds to the  orbit of greatest volume  on the

unit sphere in  R"+   .   This line represents a cone in  R" +     over a minimal submani-

fold of the sphere.  To show non-interior-regularity for solutions to problems of this

sort we must therefore show that the geodesic  line  Om     is the arc  of minimum

length joining  m    to the  boundary of R"+   /G.

Many  of the orbit spaces (of linear actions with codimension-2 orbits) listed

in  Table 1 have the following form:

(5.2) H"+1/G  =i{z £ C: 0< arg z <n/p]   with metric  ds2 = Im! Z*\*\dz\ 2.

In this case  m. — e .   We shall  now establish an elementary criterion for deter-

mining when  the line  y0 = \tm.i 0 < t < ll%is the unique  minimizing geodesic.

By letting  w - zp  we can replace the above orbit  space by

H = \w £ C: "Smiw) > 0!.

' ft
Choosing polar coordinates  w - re1     the  metric (5<2) can be written

(5-3)

where

(5.4)

ds2 = r2a-2sin«6»(r2i dr2),

2a _ 2 = q- Í2p - 2)/p.

It is sufficient for our purpose  to  find a function  /: H —> R of class   C    in  7/

such that

(5-5) f2 + r-2f2e<r2a-2sin"6,

(5.6) f2ir, 77/2) = r2a-2,

since then  the closed differential form  df = f dr + il/Af^rdQ has the property that

(5.7) length(y0)=   f      df =    f    df < length (y)

for any curve y joining z?7 to the boundary. To see that the integrals in (5.7) are

equal one approximates yn~ y by closed curves as shown in Figure 5,1 and notes

that  length (y.) —> 0  as  i —> °o„

igure
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We note that if equality  in (5.5) holds only when 6 = n/2, then equality in

(5.7) will  hold only when  y = yQ, and uniqueness will  be established.  We try a

function  / of the type /= a~  rasin^8.    Here (5.6) is satisfied  for all  ß and  (5.5)

is reduced to the inequality

sin2ß6 + (7/a)2sin2/3-2Öcos2fl < sin«0.

Thus, we want the function

cp(d) ieJ  l-sin2^-«ö_(ir3/a)2sin2/3-2-^cos2Ö> 0

for 0 < 8 < 77 and for some choice  of  ß where

(5.8) ß > 1 + ?/2.

For fixed  ß this is guaranteed if

(5.9) (p'(6) = 0    only when 9 = tt/2

(since  0(77/2) = 0 and  <7j(0) = q^Arr) = l).  However,  by computing  r/> (77) one finds

(5.9) equivalent to the condition:

(5.10) ct2(2ß - q) - 2ß2 > 0.

The expression in (5.10) reaches a maximum when  ß = a.  /2.   Thus, substituting

(5.4) in (5.8) and (5.10) with ß = a 2/2, we get the following.

Proposition 5.1.   /t? an orbit space  of type (5.2) the geodesic y.   is the unique

curve of shortest  length joining m     to the boundary  if

(a) z72/4 + q/p + 1/p2 > q + 2  and

(b) Z72 -(8 -4/p)z7+ 4/p2>0„

Checking the list of metrics  in  Table 1 we  find that (a) and (b) are  satisfied

in cases (1) where  r = s > 3, (5), (8), (11), and (12).   Thus, we have

Theorem 4. There exist manifolds M of type S" x S" in R "+ for n > 3,

5>(3)/(7p(l))3 in R14, SU O)/SU (2) x SU (2) in R20, F ^/Spin(S) in R26 and

Spin(10)/SU(4) in R3 such that a cone over M represents the unique integral

current of least mass having M as boundary. In particular, the hope for interior

regularity of solutions to the Plateau problem ¡ails in dimension eight.

We now apply a similar argument to the remaining cases  in Table 1.   In these

cases the orbit space can  be written as

Q = i(x, y) £ R2: x > 0 and y > 0i

where the metric  is

ds2 = (xpy1/rl)(dx2 + dy2)
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for  / = 0 in case (1) and  1=1, p = 2, 4 or 8 in cases (2), (3) or (4) respectively.

As before we choose polar coordinates and search for a function  / e C(Q) n

Cl(Q°) such that

(i) f2 + r~ 2f I < rp * « + lk - lcosp6 sin"6,

(Ü) f2r(r, 60) = r*+«*1,

where  tan  6. = q/p and  k = cos^ö.. sin9ö .   Let

<f> = k~ l cosp6 sinq0

and observe that c6 'id) = cbi6)ig ctn 6 — p tan 0).  We  try a solution of the  type

f=a~lra<f>ß where

(5.11) 2a = p+ i/- /+ 2,

and we are reduced to the  inequality

xjjíd)áA 1  -<p2ß-X(d){\ + iß/a)2iq ctn O - p tan ö)2] > 0.

Since we need to have  cb     ~  /sin  ö cos  Ö —» 0 as  (9 —» 0  and  6 —* rr/2, we must

require that

(5.12) /3> H + max(l/p,  1/?).

Under this assumption we  have that  i/XO) = éín/2) = 1   and ifriß A = 0.   Thus,  it

suffices to  prove that  dj'id) = 0  only at 6 = 6. fot some choice of  ß satisfying

(5.12).   Computing, we find that  xjj'i6) = 0  only at  6 = 6.  if and only if

FÍ6)d=   A[ia/ß)2 -íp + q)2]sin20cos2Ü   f (Az72-p)sin2(9 + (.V- q) cos20 > 0

for 0 < 6 < rr/2, where

A = ß - \{ > .nax(l/p, l/q).

Note that  E(0) > 0,   Firr/2) > 0  and that the coefficient of cos26 sin26 in  F is < 0

for all acceptable   ß. We then compute the minimum value of  E to be

2Fmi„   = A[ia/ß)2  - ip + q)2] + 2[Aíp2 +q2)-íp + q)]

[Ajp2 - g2) -ip- g)]2

+ A[ia/ß)2 -ip+ g)2]

Letting  o = p + g and d = p — g we can rewrite this as

2Fmm = A[ia/ß)2 + d2] - 2o +    ^Aa - I)2
A[ia/ß)2-o2]

We now  let  1 = 0 (corresponding to case (1)) and choose  2/3 = (a + 2) /Bo.

(Thus, A = io - 2)2/16ct.)  Then, F .    > 0 if and only  if
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(ct2 - 12ct + 4) l
ff2j 2   \ct- 2 /

where   a= (o + 2) /((ct + 2)    - 64).  When  d = 0 we get the previous result, but more

generally  we  now have the following.

Theorem 5.   For r + s > 10, or r + s = 9 and \r — s\ < 5, or r + s = 8  and

\r — s\ < 1, the cone over the manifold

rS-l {(x, y) fR'xRs: |*| 2 = r/(r + s)  and y\ >/(= s/\r + s)

with respect to the  origin is the  unique minimizing integral current in  Rr + S  having

Sr~    x Ss~     as boundary.

If we let  / = 1  (corresponding to  cases (2), (3) and (4)) and choose   2/3 =

(ct + 1)2/8ct, we find that  F .    > 0  if and  only  if

(a2 - 14a + 1)h$\ a     d2> 8a —
(ct+ l)2

CT2       CT2  -   ÓCT+   1

where   a= (ct + l) /((ct + l)    - 64).  We then  have that there are minimizing cones

over manifolds of type SO (2) x SO(k)/Z    x SO (k - 2)  in  R2fe  for k > 10, of type

SU(2)x SU(k)/T1 x SU(k - 2) in  R4fe  for k > 5, and of type  Sp (2) x Sp (k)/Sp ( l)2

x Sp(k - 2)  in  R8k for k > 2.

The reason for the  non-interior-regularity of certain minimizing (codimension-

one) minimal  currents in large dimensions is the high order of vanishing of volume

functions at the  origin.   For the actions given   in Example 4.2 with  r = s = 72 + 1

the  orbit  space is  {(u, v) £ R  : zz > 0  and  v > 0\  and the  metric isr _ _

(5.12) ,2n^,2n (du2 + dv2).

For any 72 there  are just two possible (noncongruent) geodesies which could

be the shortest curve joining the point (1,1) to the boundary as shown in the figure.

For 72 = 1, 2 the curve  y.   (or its  mirror image) is the shortest.   However, as seen

in (5.11), for large   tz  the volume function   shrinks the  orbit space along the   diago-

nal much more that  it does elsewhere, and for  n > 3  the diagonal line  y     is in

fact the shortest route to the  boundary.
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Appendix: Linear groups with codimension-two principal orbits.   The following

is a complete  list of the compact,  connected Lie groups   G with  orthogonal  repre-

sentations  r/j which produce  principal orbits of codimension  two.   This is a classifi-

cation of orbit structures.   Thus, if (G  , rA  , R")  and (G2, </3  , R") have  the same

orbit structure,  only the larger group is mentioned.

The notation for the table is defined as follows.   // is the principal isotropy

subgroup, and the principal  orbits are, therefore,  diffeomorphic to  G/H.   The  orbit

space is represented isometrically as

C(a) = {(x, y) £ R2: 0 < Tan" Ky/x) < a  and   x > OS

and  V = V(x, y) denotes the  volume function.   The metric appropriate to the codi-

mension-one Plateau problem is then ds    = V (dx   + dy ).  The symbols  p  , p

and  v    denote the standard representations of  SO (n), SU (n) and Sp (n) on  R",

R "  and  R  "  respectively.   The symbol   6 represents the  one-dimensional  trivial

representation.   The reference for this table  is [8].
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